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“ALLEZ VOUS EN”
By: Al Goulet
10 Chrome St.
Worcester, MA 01604

FOOTWORK: Opposite, Directions for M except as noted
SEQUENCE: Intro—A-B-A-B-End

MEAS.

INTRO

1-4 WAIT; WAIT; APART, POINT; TOG (TO CP M FAC LOD), TCH;

1-2 In OP fac diag LOD & WALL, wait 2 meas;
3-4 Step apt L, pr R two LOD; step to R to CP M fac LOD, tch L to R;

PART A

1-4 (LF) WALTZ TURN; (LF) WALTZ TURN; HOVER; CROSS/ MANUVER (BJO);

1-2 (CP M FAC LOD) 2 LF waltz trns L, R, L, R; to fac wall in CP
3 (in CP M fac Wall) step fwd L, side R, rec L blend to SCP LOD;
4 M Manuever in front of W R, L, R; to end (BJO M FCG RLOD)
5-8 IMPETUS 3 to SCP; THRU, SD, CLOSE; WHISK; PICKUP;
5 Step bk L trng RF, close R to L in RF heel trn, fwd L to SCP LOD;
6 Step thru LOD R, Side L, Close R to L;
7 CP M fchg Wall fwd L, swd R RLOD, XLIB of R (W XIB) trng to SCP;
8 M fwd waltz R, L, R; picking up W to (CP M FCG LOD)
9-15 REPEAT ACTION MEAS 1-7 MEAS 8 CHANGE TO MEAS 16 TO START PART B
16 THRU, SIDE, CLOSE;
16 Step thru LOD R, Side L, Close R to L; (END BFLY M FCG WALL)

PART B

1-4 WALTZ AWAY; CHG SIDES (LOP); TWINKLE LOD; THRU, FC, CL (BFLY COH);

1-2 OP waltz away LOD L, R, L; (change sides rolling across) M XIF of
W trng RF R, L, R; to end LOD fchg LOD;
3-4 Twinkle LOD L, R, L trng to OP fchg RLOD; thru R to fc ptr, swd
RLOD L, cl R to end in BFLY M fchg COH;
5-8 REPEAT ACTION MEAS 1-4 PART B TO END CP M FCG WALL

9-12 WALTZ BOX ;; DIP BACK & HOLD; TURN TO SCR & HOLD;
9-10 (Wiz Box) Fwd L, sd R, Close L to R; back R, side L, close R to L;
11-12 Dip bk on L (COH) hold 2 cts, ;; M trns ¾ RF to SCR fchg RLOD
on R Holding 2 cts, ;; (W trns ¾ RF to LOD on L holds 2 cts, ;;)
13-16 TWINKLE THRU; MANUVER, SIDE, CLOSE; SPIN, TURN;
BACK BOX;

13 M twinkle in front on L, side R, close L to R; (BJO fchg LOD)
14 M Manuver to fc RLOD R, Side L, Close R to L;
15 Bk L pivot ½ RF fac LOD, fwd R Rise softly on R too leave L leg
extended, Recover L;
16 Bk R twd RLOD, Side L twd COH, close R to L end CP M fac
LOD;

ENDING

1 APART, POINT;
1 Step apart L, Point R;

NOTE: Fleck point rating is P3 151/0 = 151